Sample Texts

Below are a number of texts culled from biblical, rabbinic, and modern sources that reflect many important Jewish values. This is by no means an exhaustive source list. You should choose freely from this list and supplement it as you deem appropriate.

These texts are loosely organized by topic. Please be advised that the categories might not correspond exactly to the values you or your students have identified. In addition, some of the texts are relevant to several different categories or topics; so we encourage you to be flexible in how you use these examples. The texts are organized into the following categories:

- Ha-S’vivah – The Environment
- Kehillah – Community
- Klal Yisrael – The World Jewish Community
- Kavod – Honor
- Halachah V’mesorah – Jewish Life and Tradition
- Chinuch – Education
- Tzedakah – Righteousness and Charity
- The Land of Israel
- Prayer
- Truth, Justice, and Peace
- Art, Music, and Spirituality
- Generations: Parents, Children, and Families
- Self-Respect and Personal Behavior
- Dealing with Hardship

Many of the modern texts are excerpts from longer works by the authors. You might ask students to explore some of these works more fully. In addition, there are numerous commentaries on each of the traditional texts that delve more deeply into their meanings. Depending on the level and abilities of your class, you might encourage or require your students to explore some of the relevant commentaries. You might also choose to have your students study the traditional texts in English or in the original Hebrew or Aramaic. In most cases, both are provided.

Following each section of texts is a list of the photographs by Zion Ozeri that relate to that value or theme.
Ha-S’vivah – The Environment

Now God took the man and God placed him in the Garden of Eden to work it and to guard it.

- Genesis (Bereshit) 2:15

“I had scarcely finished praying in my heart, when Rebekah came out with her jar on her shoulder, and went down to the spring and drew. And I said to her, ‘Please give me a drink.’ She quickly lowered her jar and said, ‘Drink, and I will also water your camels.’ So I drank, and she also watered the camels.”

- Genesis (Bereshit) 24:45-46

Six years you shall sow your land and gather in its yield; but in the seventh you shall let it rest and lie fallow. Let the needy among your people eat of it, and what they leave, let the wild beasts eat. You shall do the same with your vineyards and your olive groves.

- Exodus (Shemot) 23:10-11
When in your war against a city you have to besiege it a long time in order to capture it, you must not destroy its trees, wielding the ax against them. You may eat of them, but you must not cut them down. Are trees of the field human to withdraw before you into the besieged city?

- Deuteronomy (Devarim) 20:19

If, along the road, you chance upon a bird’s nest, in any tree or on the ground, with fledglings or eggs and the mother sitting over the fledglings or on the eggs, do not take the mother together with her young. Let the mother go, and take only the young, in order that you may fare well and have a long life.

- Deuteronomy (Devarim) 22:6-7

Your throne stands firm from of old;
From eternity You have existed.
The ocean sounds, O Lord,
The ocean sounds its thunder,
The ocean sounds its pounding.
Above the thunder of the mighty waters,
More majestic than the breakers of the sea
Is the Lord, majestic on high.

- Psalms (Tehilim) 93:2-4
Man goes out to his work, to his labor until evening. How many are the things You have made, O Lord; You have made them all with wisdom; the earth is full of Your creations. There is the sea, vast and wide, with its creatures beyond number, living things great and small.

- Psalms (Tehilim) 104:23-25

Rabbi Ahai ben Josiah states:
“One who purchases grain in the market— to what may such a person be likened?
To an infant whose mother died; although taken from door to door among wetnurses, the baby is not satisfied. One who buys bread in the market is as good as dead and buried. But one who eats from what one has grown is like an infant raised at its mother’s breast.”

- Avot of Rabbi Natan, 30:6

Rabbi Hezekiah, Rabbi Kohen [said] in the name of Rav:
“It is forbidden to live in a city in which there is no physician, no bath, and no court that is able to administer punishment.”
Said Rabbi Yose ben Rabbi Bun, “Also, it is forbidden to live in a town in which there is not a vegetable garden.”

- Palestinian Talmud, Kiddushin 4:12

Two people were once fighting over a piece of land. Each claimed ownership, and each bolstered the claim with apparent proof.
After arguing for a long time, they agreed to resolve their conflict by putting the case before a rabbi. The rabbi sat as an arbitrator and listened carefully, but despite years of legal training the rabbi could not reach a decision. Both parties seemed to be right.

Finally the rabbi said, “Since I cannot decide to whom this land belongs, let’s ask the land.”

The rabbi put an ear to the ground, and after a moment stood up. “My friends, the land says it belongs to neither of you—but that you belong to it.

- source unknown

The world is a tree, and human beings are its fruit.

- Solomon Ibn Gabirol, Jewish philosopher and poet, 11th century

The best remedy for those who are afraid, lonely, or unhappy is to go outside, somewhere where they can be quite alone with the heavens, nature, and God. Because only then does one feel that all is as it should be and that God wishes to see people happy, amidst the simple beauty of nature. As long as this exists, and it certainly always will, I know that then there will always be comfort for every sorrow.

- Anne Frank

The following photographs relate to the theme of Environment:

- Photograph #10, Sunrise, Sde Boker
- Photograph #13, Floricultores
- Photograph #14, Adamah
- Photograph #20, Olive Harvesting
- Photograph #25, Summer Camp
- Photograph #27, Gauchos Reflect
- Photograph #31, Bet-Levi
When a stranger resides with you in your land, you shall not wrong him. The stranger who resides with you shall be to you as one of your citizens; you shall love him as yourself, for you were strangers in the land of Egypt: I the Lord am your God.

- Leviticus (Vayikra) 19:33-34

The Lord spoke to Moses, saying: Advance the tribe of Levi and place them in attendance upon Aaron the priest to serve him. They shall perform duties for him and for the whole community before the Tent of Meeting, doing the work of the Tabernacle.

- Numbers (Bemidbar) 3:5-7

Hillel said,
Don't separate yourself from the community.
Don't be overconfident until the day of your death.
Don't judge your fellow human being until you have reached that person’s place.
Don’t say anything that is unintelligible with the hope that it will be understood.
And don’t say, “When I have leisure I will study” – perhaps you will never have that leisure.”

- Pirkei Avot 2:4
There is another case when a non-Jew once came to Shammai and said to him: “Convert me to Judaism, on condition that you can teach me the whole Torah while I am standing on one foot.” With a builder's measuring rod in his hand, Shammai angrily threw him out.

The non-Jew then went to Hillel [and repeated his request]. Hillel converted him and taught him as follows: “What is hateful to you, do not do to your neighbor. This is the whole Torah. All the rest is commentary. Go now and study it!”

- Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 31a

When the community is in trouble do not say, "I will go home and eat and drink and all will be well with me."…Rather, involve yourself in the community's distress as was demonstrated by Moses (Exodus 27:12) …In this way Moses said, “Since Israel is in trouble, I will share their burden.” Anyone who shares a community's distress will be rewarded and will witness the community's consolation.

- Babylonian Talmud, Ta'anit 11a

When Rav Huna had a meal, he would open the doors of his house and say, “Let whoever is in need come and eat.”

- Babylonian Talmud, Ta'anit 20b-21a

Let not a thousand friends seem too many in your eyes.
Above all, my children, be honest in money matters with Jews and non-Jews alike. If you have money or possessions belonging to other people, take better care of them than you would if they were your own. The first question that is put to a man on entering the next world is whether or not he was faithful in his business dealings. A man may work ever so hard to amass money dishonestly; he may, during his lifetime, provide his children with rich dowries and leave them a generous inheritance at his death; and yet, I say, woe shall it be to that wicked man who, because he tried to enrich his children with dishonest money, has forfeited his share in the world to come! In one fleeting moment he has lost eternity!

- Glueckel of Hamelin, Memoirs

Glueckel of Hamelin (1645 - 1724) raised 12 children, advised her husband on financial matters, and even ran his business after his death. Her memoirs, which she wrote for her children, provide unique insights into Jewish life and women’s roles in the 17th and 18th centuries.

If each one sweeps before his own door, the whole street is clean.

- Yiddish saying

True salvation can come only to a person who renders service to the community.

- Rabbi Yisrael Lipkin Salanter

Rabbi Israel Salanter Lipkin (1810 - 1883) founded the Mussar movement, which places primary value on character development.

The following photographs relate to the theme of Community:
• Photograph #4, The Secret
• Photograph #9, Cave
• Photograph #10, Sunrise, Sde Boker
• Photograph #19, Kabbalat Shabbat
• Photograph #21, Waiting for Seven Jews
• Photograph #25, Summer Camp
• Photograph #28, Let My People Go
• Photograph #29, Bomba Israel
• Photograph #35, Jewish Teens from Northern Westchester UJA Federation
• Photograph #41, Tell Me, What’s Your Name
• Photograph #45, Open Table
Lot, who went with Abram, also had flocks and herds and tents, so that the land could not support them staying together; for their possessions were so great that they could not remain together.  And there was quarreling between the herders of Abram’s cattle and those of Lot’s cattle…  Abram said to Lot, “Let there be no strife between you and me, between my herdsmen and yours, for we are kinsmen.  Is not the whole land before you?  Let us separate: if you go north, I will go south; and if you go south, I will go north.”

- Genesis (Bereshit) 13:5-9

Therefore man was created singly to teach you that whosoever kills a single soul the Bible considers to have killed a complete world. And whosoever sustains and saves a single soul, it is as if that person sustained a whole world.

- Mishnah, Sanhedrin 4:5

All of Israel is bound up together.

--Babylonian Talmud, Shevuot 39a
The Gemara explains how we know that redeeming captives is such a great mitzvah:

Rava said to Rabbah bar Mari: From where do we derive this point that the Rabbis have said, namely, that redeeming captives is a great mitzvah?

Rabbah bar Mari provides a source: [Rabbah] said to [Rava]: For it is written: “And it will be when they say to you, ‘To where shall we depart?’ And you shall say to them, ‘Thus said Hashem: “Those destined for death depart to death, and those destined for death by the sword depart to death by the sword, and those destined for death from hunger depart to death from hunger, and those destined for captivity depart to captivity” (Jeremiah 15:2).

Rabbah bar Mari uses R’ Yochanan’s insight to explain the proof of the verse: And R’ Yochanan said regarding this verse: Each subsequent [calamity] in this verse is harsher than the one preceding it.

R’ Yochanan establishes the truth of his insight: Death by the sword (the calamity mentioned second) is harsher than death from natural causes (the calamity first mentioned). If you wish, say that this point is established by a Biblical verse, or if you wish, say that it can be deduced through rational argument. If you wish, say that it can be deduced through rational argument, as follows: This one put to death by sword is disfigured, and that one, who died naturally, is not disfigured. And if you wish, say that the point is established by the following verse: “Honorable in the eyes of God is the (natural) death of His pious ones” (Psalms 116:15).

R’ Yochanan now proves that death by sword is preferable to starvation: Death from hunger (mentioned third in the verse) is harsher than death by the sword (which is mentioned second). If you wish, say that this fact can be deduced by rational argument, as follows: This person who starves to death suffers in the process, and that one killed by the sword does not suffer, for he dies quickly. And if you wish, say that the point is clearly established by the following Biblical
More fortunate were the victims of the sword than the victims of the famine" (Lamentations 4:9).

R' Yochanan now establishes that captivity is the harshest fate of all: Captivity (which is mentioned last in the verse) is harsher than all the previously enumerated calamities, for all of them are included in it. Thus, since the captive faces such a high risk of dying, it is truly a great mitzvah to effect his release.

- Babylonian Talmud, Bava Batra 8b

There is no greater mitzvah than the redemption of captives. For a captive is among those who are hungry, thirsty, and unclothed, and he is in mortal peril. If someone pays no attention to his redemption, he violates the negative commandments: “Do not harden your heart or close your hand” (Deuteronomy 15:7), “Do not stand by when the blood of your neighbor is in danger” (Leviticus 19:16), and “He shall not oppress him with exhausting work in your presence” (Leviticus 25:53). And he has negated the observance of the positive commandments: “You shall certainly open up your hand to him” (Deuteronomy 15:8), “And your brother shall live with you” (Deuteronomy 19:18), “Love your neighbor as yourself” (Leviticus 19:18), “Save those who are taken for death” (Proverbs 24:11), and many other decrees of this nature. There is no mitzvah as great as the redemption of captives.

- Rambam, Mishneh Torah, Hilchot Matnot Aniyim, 8:10

All people, in every generation, must regard themselves as having been personally freed from Egypt.
- from the Passover Haggadah
Nine tzaddikim cannot make a minyan, but if one common man joins them, he completes the minyan.

- Rabbi Nahman of Bratslav

Rabbi Nahman (1772 - 1810) was a renowned Hasidic leader known for telling seemingly simple, yet profoundly meaningful, stories to his many disciples.

The whole world is one town.

- Yiddish saying

The following photographs relate to the theme of the world Jewish Community:

- Photograph #1, Honorable Discharge
- Photograph #4, The Secret
- Photograph #6, Oil Pressers
- Photograph #8, Backpack
- Photograph #9, Cave
- Photograph #13, Floricultores
- Photograph #17, Headstone
- Photograph #21, Waiting for Seven Jews
- Photograph #27, Gauchos Reflect
- Photograph #28, Let My People Go
- Photograph #29, Bomba Israel
- Photograph #31, Bet-Levi
- Photograph #35, Jewish Teens from Northern Westchester UJA Federation
- Photograph #36, Beth Israel Synagogue
- Photograph #38, Older Sister
- Photograph #40, Background
- Photograph #45, Open Table
- Photograph #46, B’nei Menashe
**Kavod – Honor**

Honor your father and your mother, that you may long endure on the land that the Lord your God is assigning to you.

- Exodus *(Shemot)* 20:12

You shall rise before the aged and show deference to the old; you shall fear your God: I am the Lord.

- Leviticus *(Vayikra)* 19:32

Rabbi Yishmael would say:
“Be yielding to your elder, be pleasant with the young, and greet every person with joy.”

- *Pirkei Avot* 3:16

Rabbi Yose taught:
Whoever honors Torah will himself be honored by others;
Whoever dishonors Torah will himself be dishonored by others.

- *Pirkei Avot* 4:8
...It is like the time Rabbi [Judah Ha-Nasi] was sitting and teaching, and he smelled garlic. He said, “Let the one who has eaten garlic leave the room.” Rabbi Chiyya stood up and went out. Then all the students got up and went out. The next morning, Rabbi Simeon, the son of Rabbi [Judah Ha-Nasi], went to Rabbi Chiyya and asked, “Were you the one who upset my father [by smelling of garlic]?” Rabbi Chiyya answered, “No, and may there never be [an act of disrespect] like that in Israel! [I took the blame to spare someone else’s humiliation.]”

- Babylonian Talmud, Sanhedrin 11a
Gemara: The Gemara cites a Baraisa [an earlier rabbinic text] that explains the origin of the Mishnah’s ruling concerning the way in which food may be delivered to a house of mourning.

The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: Originally, when they would deliver food to a house of mourning, the wealthy would deliver it in baskets of silver and gold, and the poor in baskets of peeled willow twigs, and the poor would feel ashamed. [The Rabbis] therefore instituted that all should bring in baskets of peeled willow twigs, out of concern for the honor of the poor.

The Gemara cites another Baraisa reflecting the same sensitivity: The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: Originally, when they would serve drinks in a house of mourning, the wealthy would serve in vessels of white glass, and the poor in vessels of colored glass, and the poor would feel ashamed. [The Rabbis] therefore instituted that all who serve drinks at the mourners’ home should serve them in vessels of colored glass, out of concern for the honor of the poor.

The Gemara quotes a Baraisa, with a series of rulings dictated by the same concern: Originally, they would leave uncovered the faces of the wealthy who had died while they would cover the faces of the poor who had died, for [their faces] were blackened by famine; and the poor would feel ashamed. [The Rabbis] therefore instituted that they should cover the faces of all who die, out of concern for the honor of the poor.

- Babylonian Talmud, *Moed Katan* 27a

Our Rabbis taught: There are three partners in every person, the Holy One Blessed Be He, the father, and the mother. When a person honors his father and his mother, the Holy One Blessed Be He says, “I view them as though I had dwelt among them and they had honored Me.”

- Babylonian Talmud, *Kiddushin* 30b
Rabbi Yannai saw someone giving money to a poor person publicly. He said to the man, “Better not to give it, than to give it and to make the poor person ashamed.”

- Babylonian Talmud, *Chagigah* 5a

The Gemara cites a ruling in regard to visiting the sick:

It has been taught in a Baraisa [an earlier rabbinic text]: Visiting the sick is a mitzvah that has no limit. The Gemara analyzes this statement: What does the Baraisa mean that “it has no limit”?

Rav Yosef thought to say it means there is no limit to the reward that Heaven will bestow upon someone who visits the sick. Abaye said to him: And in regard to all other mitzvos is there then a limit to their reward of which we are aware? Certainly not, because God withheld this information, for we have learned in the Mishnah: Be as scrupulous in regard to the performance of a “minor” mitzvah as you would be in regard to the performance of a “major” mitzvah, for you do not know the reward bestowed for the respective mitzvos.

The Gemara offers another interpretation:

Rather Abaye said: “It has no limit” means that even a great person must visit a lesser person who is ill. There is no limit to the disparity between the status of the visitor and the status of the sick person.

Another explanation: Rava said: There is no limit in regard to how often one should visit the sick, even one hundred times a day, as long as one does not inconvenience the sick person.

- Babylonian Talmud, *Nedarim* 39b
Our Sages commanded that a person should always eat less than what he can afford, should dress in accordance with what he can afford, and extend honor to his wife and children in excess of what he can afford.

- Maimonides, *Mishneh Torah, Hilchot Deot*, 5:10

*Rabbi Moses ben Maimon (1135 - 1204) is also known as Maimonides, or the Rambam. He was a prolific writer in addition to his duties as the personal physician to the Sultan of Egypt and the leader of the Cairo Jewish community. He wrote a commentary to the entire Mishnah, a major treatise on Jewish philosophy known as the “Guide to the Perplexed” and the first systematic code of Jewish law—the Mishneh Torah. The selection above is from Hilchot Deot of the Mishneh Torah—the laws of character development.*

When two people relate to each other authentically and humanly, God is the electricity that surges between them.

- Martin Buber

*Martin Buber (1878 - 1965) was a respected scholar and philosopher. He is especially well known for his philosophy of dialogue, which he spelled out in the book I and Thou in 1923.*

The following photographs relate to the theme of Honor:

- Photograph #1, Honorable Discharge
- Photograph #5, Basic Training
- Photograph #8, Backpack
- Photograph #11, Barefoot Passages
- Photograph #17, Headstone
- Photograph #19, Kabbalat Shabbat
- Photograph #24, Beit Ha-Hayim
- Photograph #25, Summer Camp
- Photograph #32, Holocaust Survivor with His Grandchildren
- Photograph #34, Scribe
- Photograph #44, Soldier on Leave
God said to Abraham, “As for you, you and your offspring to come throughout the ages shall keep My covenant. Such shall be the covenant between Me and you and your offspring to follow which you shall keep: every male among you shall be circumcised.

- Genesis (Bereshit) 17:9-10

Remember the Sabbath day and keep it holy. Six days you shall labor and do all your work, but the seventh day is a Sabbath of the Lord your God: you shall not do any work—you, your son or daughter, your male or female slave, or your cattle, or the stranger who is within your settlements.

- Exodus (Shemot) 20:8-10

You shall make a lampstand of pure gold; the lampstand shall be made of hammered work; its base and its shaft, its cups, calyxes, and petals shall be of one piece. Six branches shall issue from its sides; three branches from one side of the lampstand and three branches from the other side of the lampstand.

- Exodus (Shemot) 25:31-32
The Lord spoke to Moses, saying: Command the Israelite people to bring you clear oil of beaten olives for lighting, for kindling lamps regularly. Aaron shall set them up in the Tent of Meeting outside the curtain of the Pact [to burn] from evening to morning before the Lord regularly; it is a law for all time throughout the ages.

- Leviticus (Vayikra) 24:1-3

These are the set times of the Lord, the sacred occasions, which you shall celebrate each at its appointed time.

- Leviticus (Vayikra) 23:4

The Lord said to Moses as follows: Speak to the Israelite people and instruct them to make for themselves fringes on the corners of their garments throughout the ages; let them attach a cord of blue to the fringe at each corner. That shall be your fringe; look at it and recall all the commandments of the Lord and observe them, so that you do not follow your heart and eyes in your lustful urge. Thus you shall be reminded to observe all My commandments and to be holy to your God. I the Lord am your God, who brought you out of the land of Egypt to be your God: I, the Lord your God.

- Numbers (Bemidbar) 15:37-41
A season is set for everything, a time for every experience under heaven;
A time for being born and a time for dying,
A time for planting and a time for uprooting the planted;
A time for slaying and a time for healing,
A time for tearing down and a time for building up;
A time for weeping and a time for laughing,
A time for wailing and a time for dancing;
A time for throwing stones and a time for gathering stones,
A time for embracing and a time for shunning embraces;
A time for seeking and a time for losing,
A time for keeping and a time for discarding;
A time for ripping and a time for sewing,
A time for silence and a time for speaking;
A time for loving and a time for hating;
A time for war and a time for peace.

- Ecclesiastes (Kohelet) 3:1-8
Rav said, the miztvot were given only in order that human beings might be purified by them. For what does the Holy One care whether a person kills an animal by the throat or by the nape of the neck? Hence their purpose is to refine human beings.

- *Midrash Genesis Rabbah 44:1*

מֹשֶה קִיבֵל תּוֹרָה מִסְיָה, וּתּוֹרָה לְיוֹדִישׁ, וּתּוֹרָה לְקִיָם, וּקְנֵים לַבִּיאים.

The Holy One lends every person an extra soul on the eve of the Sabbath, and withdraws it at the close of the Sabbath.

- *Babylonian Talmud, Beizitza 16a*

At Sinai Moses received the Torah and handed it over to Joshua who handed it over to the elders who handed it over to the prophets who in turn handed it over to the men of the Great Assembly. The latter said three things: Be deliberate in judgment, raise up many disciples, and make a fence around the Torah.

- *Pirkei Avot 1:1*

The Holy One lends every person an extra soul on the eve of the Sabbath, and withdraws it at the close of the Sabbath.

We rejoice over a birth and mourn over a death. But we should not. For when a man is born, who knows what he will do or how he will end? But when a man dies, we may rejoice—if he left a good name and this world is in peace.

- *Midrash Tanhuma*

A person should not say, “I don’t want to eat pork”… but rather, “I want it, but what can I do if my father in Heaven has commanded me not to do it!”
In Your love, our God, You gave us holidays for happiness, festivals and occasions for joy.

...may there be heard again in the cities of Judah and in the streets of Jerusalem glad and joyous voices, the voices of groom and bride...

God creates new worlds constantly. In what way? By causing marriages to take place.

The Zohar is the seminal book of classical Jewish mysticism.

The Baal Shem-Tov

Forgetfulness leads to exile while remembrance is the secret of redemption.

The Torah and all its commandments in their minutest details, as expressed in thought and deed, form a great and mighty Divine poem, a poem of confident trust and love. Every commandment and law has a unique musical quality that the congregation of Israel perceives and appreciates. It evokes the blossoms of reverent joy and song within us. It is for us to remove the warts from the ears of our sons, “the thorns and thistles that surround the noble flower,” so that the waves of song will echo in their hearts as well, uplifting their souls with the same
natural exaltation that is common to all in whom the spirit of Judaism is properly developed.

- Abraham Isaac Kook, quoted in *Banner of Jerusalem* by Jacob B. Agus

*Rav Kook (1865 - 1935) was a great scholar, who served as the first Ashkenazi Chief Rabbi in the Land of Israel in modern times. He was a strong Zionist, independent thinker, and prolific writer.*

He who feels in his heart a genuine tie with the life of his people cannot possibly conceive of the existence of the Jewish people apart from “Queen Sabbath.” We can say without exaggeration that more than Israel preserved the Sabbath, the Sabbath preserved Israel.

- Ahad Ha’am, *Al Parashat Derakhim*

*Born Asher Hirsch Ginsberg in 1856, Ahad Ha’am was an early leader of the Zionist movement. He believed in building a strong Jewish national consciousness. *Al Parashat Derakhim* is a four-volume compilation of his essays.*

The world has our hands, but our soul belongs to Someone Else. Six days a week we seek to dominate the world, on the seventh day we try to dominate the self....

To set apart one day week for freedom, a day on which we would not use the instruments which have been so easily turned into weapons of destruction, a day for being with ourselves, a day of detachment from the vulgar, of independence of external obligations, a day on which we stop worshipping the idols of technical civilization, a day on which we use no money, a day of armistice in the economic struggle with our fellow men and the forces of nature—is there any institution that holds out a greater hope for man’s progress than the Sabbath?...

In the tempestuous ocean of time and toil there are islands of stillness where man may enter a harbor and reclaim his dignity. The island is the seventh day, the Sabbath, a day of detachment from things, instruments and practical affairs as well as of attachment to the spirit.

- Abraham Joshua Heschel, *The Sabbath*
What then is Torah? It is a coat of many colors, a spiritual garb of infinite variety. Torah is the embodiment of Jewish thought and vision; the repository of Israel’s historic experiences; the vehicle of its communion with the Infinite; the medium of divine speech and human love; the authoritarian voice: Thou Shalt, Thou Shalt Not; the alternating currents of divine, thunderous wrath and the warmth of Messianic hopes and dreams for Israel and mankind. Torah is the distillation of the soul of Israel into the written word of its classic literature, in the Institutions in which it has taken shelter. But the Torah in the ideal cannot be chained to the written word nor contained wholly in the institutions designed for human beings. It is the indwelling of the divine spirit in living souls as expressed in the genius of Israel.

Torah is the quintessence of Judaism. There can be no Judaism worthy of the name without Torah. A Torah-less Judaism would be pulseless, nerveless: a corpse, without life or potency.

- Abraham A. Neuman, Landmarks and Goals: Historical Studies and Addresses

Abraham A. Neuman was an American rabbi, historian, and educator. He served as president of Dropsie College for Hebrew and Cognate Learning from 1940 to 1966.

The following photographs relate to the theme of Jewish Life and Tradition:

- Photograph #3, Circumcision Ceremony
- Photograph #15, Nuptials
- Photograph #16, Kindling Holiday Lights
- Photograph #17, Headstone
- Photograph #18, Shochet
- Photograph #19, Kabbalat Shabbat
- Photograph #23, Tisha B’Av
- Photograph #24, Beit Ha-Hayim
- Photograph #25, Summer Camp
- Photograph #26, Upsherin
- Photograph #33, B’nei Yisrael Wedding
- Photograph #34, Scribe
- Photograph #37, Kapparot
- Photograph #43, Bar Mitzvah Boy
But take utmost care and watch yourselves scrupulously, so that you do not forget the things that you saw with your own eyes and so that they do not fade from your mind as long as you live. And make them known to your children and to your children’s children.

- Deuteronomy (Devarim) 4:9

Take to heart these instructions with which I charge you this day. Impress them upon your children. Recite them when you stay at home and when you are away, when you lie down and when you get up.

- Deuteronomy (Devarim) 6:6-7

O how I love Your teaching! It is my study all day long.

- Psalms (Tehilim) 119:97

These are the mitzvot for which there is no prescribed measure: leaving crops at the corner of a field for the poor; offering first fruits as a gift to the Temple; bringing special offerings to the Temple on the three festivals; doing deeds of loving-kindness; and the study of the Torah. These are the mitzvot which yield immediate fruit [reward] and continue to yield fruit in time to come: honoring...
father and mother, deeds of loving-kindness, making peace between one person and another. And the study of Torah is equal to all of them.

- Mishneh, Zeraim, Peah 1.1

Joshua ben Perachyah said, “Get yourself a teacher, find someone to study with, and judge everyone favorably.”

- Pirkei Avot 1:6

Ben Zoma said: Who is wise? One who learns from all people, as it is written (Psalm 119:99) "I have gained understanding from all my teachers."

- Pirkei Avot 4:1

Rabbi Chalafta of Kefar Chanania used to say: If ten people sit together and occupy themselves with the Torah, the Divine Presence rests among them as it is written (Psalm 82:1) "God has taken his place in the divine assembly." And from where do we learn that this applies even to five? Because it is written (Amos 9:6) "He has established his vault upon the earth." And how do we learn that this applies even to three? Because it is written (Psalm 82:1) "He judges in the midst of the judges." And from where can it be shown that the same applies even to two? Because it is written (Malachi 3:16) "Then those who revered the Lord spoke with one another. The Lord took note and listened." And from where even of one? Because it is written (Exodus 20:24) "In every place where I cause my name to be remembered I will come to you and bless you."
Ben Bag-Bag taught:
Study it [Torah] and review it; you will find everything in it.
Scrutinize it, grow old and gray in it, do not depart from it. There is no better portion in life than this.

Rabbi Yose ben Kisma said, “Once I was traveling and a man met me and greeted me. When I returned his greeting, he said to me, ‘Rabbi, where do you come from?’ I replied, ‘From a great city of sages and scholars.’ He then said, ‘Rabbi, would you be willing to live with us in our place? [If you would] I would give you a million golden dinars along with precious stones and pearls!’ I said to him, ‘Were you to give me all the silver and gold and precious stones and pearls in the world, I would live only in a place of Torah!’”

- Pirke Avot 3:7

- Pirke Avot 5:24

- Pirke Avot 6:9
Hillel the Elder was a poor man. He worked every day and earned only half a dinar. He gave half of this to the guard at the house of study to pay for his lessons and used the other half to support himself and his family.

One Friday night [before Shabbat began] Hillel earned no money, and the guard at the house of study would not permit him to enter. Hillel climbed up to the roof and put his head against the skylight, where he could hear the words spoken by the rabbis Shemaiyah and Avtalyon. As he lay on the roof, heavy snow began to fall on him. But Hillel remained in his place all night.

The next morning, Shemaiyah said to avtalyon, “This house is light every day, but today it is dark. Is it cloudy outside?”

They looked up and saw the shape of a man in the skylight. They climbed to the roof and found Hillel, covered with snow and almost frozen to death. They carried him down, bathed him and put oils on him, and placed him near the fire. [Note: All of these actions are against the mitzvot of Shabbat.] And they said, “This man is worthy of breaking the mitzvot of Shabbat!”

- Babylonian Talmud, Yoma 35b

The Gemara extols the virtues of charity collectors:

Scripture states: “And the wise will shine like the radiance of the firmament, etc.” (Daniel 12:3). This refers to a judge who renders an absolutely truthful judgment. His virtues will cause him to shine.
The Gemara expounds upon the end of the verse: “And those who make the many righteous (will shine) like the stars forever and ever.” This refers to charity collectors, who in the merit of causing the many to be charitable will shine like the stars.

The Gemara presents a different version of the above: It was taught in a Baraisa [an earlier rabbinic text]: “And the wise will shine like the radiance of the firmament”—this refers to a judge who renders an absolutely truthful judgment and to charity collectors; “And those who make the many righteous (will shine) like the stars forever and ever”—these are teachers of children.

The Gemara asks: Who, for example, fits this description of a teacher? Rav said: A teacher such as Rav Shmuel bar Shilas, who was extremely dedicated to his students. The Gemara relates an incident that illustrates Rav Shmuel’s extraordinary dedication: For Rav once found Rav Shmuel bar Shilas standing in a garden. [Rav] said to him: “Have you abandoned your trust?” [Rav Shmuel] said to [Rav]: “It has been thirteen years that I have not seen this garden, and even now my mind is on [the children].” A teacher who always thinks of his students is truly making the “many” (the future generation) righteous, and like the stars will shine forever.

After revealing the tremendous honors these worthy people will receive, the Gemara asks: And what is written about the Rabbis, who study Torah constantly? The Gemara answers: Ravina said that the honor to be accorded the Rabbis is described in the following verse: “But they who love Him shall be as the sun going forth in its might” (Judges 5:31). The light that Torah scholars merit is the most brilliant light by far.

- Babylonian Talmud, Bava Batra 8b

The studies of school children may not be interrupted even for the building of the Temple.

- Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 119b

Whoever teaches his son teaches not only his son, but also his son's son -- and so on to the end of generations.
“In the same way that wine gladdens the heart, so too do words of Torah, as it is written ‘the directives of Hashem are upright, gladdening the heart’ (Tehillim 19:9). Just as with wine, which one can taste its taste initially and when it ages in a barrel its taste will eventually be greatly improved – so are the words of Torah, as long as they age within the body, they improve with age, as it is written “at sixty there is wisdom” (Iyov 12:12). Just as wine cannot exist in a silver vessel or a gold vessel, but rather in one of earthenware – in the same way the words of Torah cannot exist with who sees himself as a vessel of silver and a vessel of gold but rather with one who sees himself as like the lowest of vessels, like an earthenware vessel.”

- Sifre Devarim 48

“One who tends a fig tree will enjoy its fruit, And one who cares for a master will be honored.” (Proverbs 27:18)

Why is Torah compared to a fig tree?
Because most trees—olive, grape, date—have their fruit picked at one time. But the fig's fruit is picked gradually. And so it is with the Torah: You learn a little today and more tomorrow; you cannot learn it all in just one or two years…

- Midrash Numbers Rabbah 12:9

Whenever children are learning, there dwells the divine presence.

- Yiddish saying

We are the people of the word and the breath of the word fills our minds with light.
We are the people of the word
and the breath of life sings through us
playing on the pipes of our bones
and the strings of our sinews
an ancient song carved in the Laurentian granite
and new as a spring azure butterfly just drying her wings
in a moment's splash of sun.
We must live the word and make it real.

We are the people of the book
and the letters march busy as ants
carrying the work of the ages through our minds.

We are the people of the book.
Through fire and mud and dust we have borne
our scrolls tenderly as a baby swaddled in a blanket,
Traveling with our words sewn in our clothes
and carried on our backs.

Let us take up the scroll of the Torah
and dance with it and touch it
and read it out, for the mind
touches the word and makes it light.
So does light enter us, and we shine.

- Marge Piercy

_Marge Piercy (born 1936) is an American poet and novelist._

The following photographs relate to the theme of Education:

- Photograph #7, Synagogue Attic
- Photograph #9, Cave
- Photograph #11, Barefoot Passages
- Photograph #26, Upsherin
- Photograph #34, Scribe
- Photograph #38, Older Sister
- Photograph #39, The Shape of Sound
- Photograph #41, Tell Me, What's Your Name
Tzedakah – Righteousness and Charity

You shall not insult the deaf, or place a stumbling block before the blind. You shall fear your God: I am the Lord.

- Leviticus (Vayikra) 19:14

Do not stand idly by the blood of you neighbor.

- Leviticus (Vayikra) 19:16

If, however, there is a needy person among you, one of your kinsmen in any of your settlements in the land that the Lord your God is giving you, do not harden your heart and shut your hand against your needy kinsman. Rather, you must open your hand and lend him sufficient for whatever he needs.

- Deuteronomy (Devarim) 15:7-8

Justice, justice shall you pursue, that you may thrive and occupy the land that the Lord your God is giving you.

- Deuteronomy (Devarim) 16:20
When you reap your harvest in your field, and have forgotten a sheaf in the field, you shall not go back and get it; it shall be for the stranger, the fatherless and the widow; that the Eternal your God may bless you in all the work of your hands.

When you beat your olive tree, you shall not go over the boughs again; it shall be for the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow.

When you gather the grapes of your vineyard, you shall not glean it afterward; it shall be for the stranger, the fatherless, and the widow. You shall remember that you were a slave in the land of Egypt; therefore I command you to do this.

--Deuteronomy (Devarim) 24:19-22

It is to share your bread with the hungry, and to take the wretched poor into your home; when you see the naked, to clothe him, and not to ignore your own kin.

- Isaiah (Yeshayahu) 58:7
The Gemara now discusses which applicants for assistance must be investigated:

Rav Huna said: We investigate the eligibility of a pauper that asks for food, but we do not investigate the eligibility of an inadequately dressed pauper that asks for clothing. Rather, we fulfill his request immediately.

Rav Huna offers two sources for his ruling: If you wish, say that my ruling is established by a Biblical verse, or if you wish, say that it can be deduced by rational argument. If you wish, say that it can be deduced by rational argument, as follows: This inadequately clothed applicant debases himself by appearing before the charity administrators in his woeful attire. If he were not truly in need, he would not do so. Thus, there is no reason to investigate whether he owns proper clothing. And this other applicant does not debase himself by merely claiming that he is hungry. Thus the administrators must investigate whether he is telling the truth.

Rav Huna how advances his Scriptural source: If you wish, say that the ruling is established by the following verse: “Will you not break your bread for the hungry?” (Isaiah 58:7). The word “break” (paros) is written with the letter sin and not samech, so that it can be read a parosh, “clarify.” Thus, the verse instructs us first to investigate and clarify whether the supplicant is truly hungry, and then give him food if he is deserving. But there, with regard to those who lack adequate clothing, it is written: “When you see the naked, you shall cover him” (Isaiah 58:7). This verse implies that clothing should be provided “when you see” him—that is, immediately upon being apprised of his need, without first investigating whether it is authentic.

Interpreting the two verses differently, Rav Yehudah reverses Rav Huna’s ruling:

And Rav Yehudah said: We investigate the eligibility of an inadequately dressed pauper that ask for clothing, but we do not investigate the eligibility of a pauper that asks for food.

Rav Yehudah also offers two sources for his ruling: If you wish, say that my ruling can be deduced by rational argument, or if you wish, say that it is established by a Biblical verse. If you wish, say that it can be deduced by rational argument, as follows: This one who asks for food is possibly suffering the pangs of hunger, and we should not prolong his suffering while we verify his claim. But this one who requests clothing does not suffer physically. Hence, he must wait while we authenticate his claim.

Rav Yehudah now advances his Scriptural source: If you wish, say that the ruling is established by a Biblical verse: Here, regarding one who requests food, it is written: “Will you not break your bread for the hungry?” The verse implies that one must break the bread for him immediately; just as we read the word
“pros.” The administrators may not delay feeding the supplicant in order to investigate him. But there, regarding those who lack adequate clothing, it is written: “When you see the naked, you shall cover him,” which implies that only when it is apparent to you that the supplicant is not deceiving (i.e., after you have investigated the matter) may you provide him with the garments he requests.

The Gemara offers corroborations of Rav Yehudah’s position:

It was taught in a Baraisa [an earlier rabbinic text] like the opinion of Rav Yehudah: If [a pauper] said, “Clothe me,” we investigate him to determine if he is truly needy. If however, he said, “Provide me with sustenance,” we do not investigate.

- Babylonian Talmud, Bava Batra 9a

And R’ Chiya bar Rav from Difti taught in a Baraisa [an earlier rabbinic text]: R’ Yehoshua ben Korchah says: Whoever averts his eyes from charity is considered as if he worships idols. For it is written here: “Beware lest there be an irresponsible (b’liyaal) thought in your heart (Deuteronomy 15:9).” And it is written there: “Irresponsible (b’liyaal) men went out [to entice the inhabitants of a city into committing idolatry] (Deuteronomy 13:14).” Just as there in the second verse, the term b’liyaal is associated with idolatry, so too here in the first verse, the term b’liyaal is associated with idolatry: Refusing to assist the poor is akin to idol worship.

The Gemara cites a Baraisa that discusses swindlers who masquerade as paupers:

The Rabbis taught in a Baraisa: One who blinds his eye, bloats his stomach, or shrivels his leg, in order to solicit charity, will not depart from the world until he indeed experiences such an affliction. One who accepts charity, but does not truly need it, his end will be that he will not depart from the world until he experiences such a need.
We support Jewish and non-Jewish poor; we visit Jewish and non-Jewish sick and bury Jewish and non-Jewish dead, to promote the ways of peace.

- Babylonian Talmud, Gittin 61a

Rabbi Judah said: Ten strong things have been created in the world. The rock of the mountain is hard, but iron cleaves it. Iron is hard, but fire softens it. Fire is powerful, but water quenches it. Water is heavy, but clouds bear it. Clouds are thick, but wind scatters them. Wind is strong, but a body resists it. A body is strong, but fear crushes it. Fear is powerful but wine banishes it. Wine is strong, but sleep works it off. Death is stronger than all, yet charity delivers from death. As it is written [in Proverbs], "Charity delivers from death."

- Babylonian Talmud, Bava Batra 10a

Do not be wise in words -- be wise in deeds.

- Yiddish saying

How wonderful it is that nobody needs to wait a single moment before starting to improve the world.

- Anne Frank

The following photographs relate to the theme of Righteousness and Charity:
- Photograph #12, **Soup Kitchen Musician**
- Photograph #24, **Beit Ha-Hayim**
- Photograph #28, **Let My People Go**
- Photograph #29, **Bomba Israel**
- Photograph #35, **Jewish Teens from Northern Westchester UJA Federation**
And Moses said to the Lord, “Why have You dealt ill with Your servant, and why have I not enjoyed Your favor, that You have laid the burden of all this people upon me? Did I conceive all this people, did I bear them, that You should say to me, ‘Carry them in your bosom as a nurse carries an infant,’ to the land that You have promised on oath to their fathers?”

- Numbers (Bemidbar) 11:11-12

For the Lord your God is bringing you into a good land, a land with streams and springs and fountains issuing from plain and hill; a land of wheat and barley, of vines, figs, and pomegranates, a land of olive trees and honey; a land where you may eat food without stint, where you will lack nothing; a land whose rocks are iron and from whose hills you can mine copper.

- Deuteronomy (Devarim) 8:7-9

Assuredly, a time is coming—declares the Lord—when it shall no more be said, “As the Lord lives who brought the Israelites out of the land of Egypt,” but rather, “As the Lord lives who brought the Israelites out of the northland, and out of all the lands to which He had banished them.” For I will bring them back to their land, which I gave to their fathers.

- Jeremiah (Yirmiyahu) 16:14-15
If I forget you, O Jerusalem,  
Let my right hand wither;  
Let my tongue stick to my palate  
If I cease to think of you,  
If I do not keep Jerusalem in memory  
Even at my happiest hour.

- Psalms (Tehilim) 137:5-6

The Lord rebuilds Jerusalem; He gathers in the exiles of Israel. He heals their broken hearts, and binds up their wounds.

- Psalms (Tehilim) 147:2-3

Our Rabbis taught: One should always live in the Land of Israel, even in a town most of whose inhabitants are idolaters, but let no one live outside the Land, even in a town most of whose inhabitants are Israelites; for whoever lives in the Land of Israel may be considered to have a God, but whoever lives outside the Land may be regarded as one who has no God. For it is said in Scripture. “To give you the Land of Canaan, to be your God.”

- Babylonian Talmud, Ketubot 110b
As the navel is set in the centre of the human body, so is the Land of Israel the navel of the world...

The Land of Israel is situated in the centre of the world, and Jerusalem in the centre of the land of Israel, and the sanctuary in the centre of Jerusalem, and the holy place in the centre of the sanctuary, and the ark in the centre of the holy place, and the foundation stone before the holy place, because from it the world was founded.

- Midrash Tanchuma, Kedoshim

May a new light shine on Zion, and may we all be privileged soon to behold its splendor.

- From shacharit (the morning service)

Bring us in peace from the four corners of the earth and lead us with upright pride to our Land.

- From shacharit (the morning service)

My heart is in the East, and I am at the end of the West; How can I taste what I eat and how could it be pleasing to me? How shall I render my vows and my bonds, while yet Zion lies beneath the fetter of Edom, and I am in the chains of Arabia?

- From shacharit (the morning service)
Yehuda Halevi was a Spanish poet who lived from about 1085 to 1141. Halevi traveled to the Land of Israel toward the end of his life to fulfill his lifelong dream of making Aliyah.

As long as deep in the heart
The soul of a Jew yearns
And towards the East
An eye looks to Zion
Our hope is not yet lost
The hope of two thousand years
To be a free people in our land
The land of Zion and Jerusalem.

- Naphtali Hertz Imber

Imber (1856 - 1909) was a Jewish poet from Eastern Europe. He’s best known for writing the words that became Ha-Tikvah (above), the Israeli national anthem.

I believe that a wondrous generation of Jews will spring into existence. The Maccabees will rise again.

Let me repeat once more my opening words: The Jews wish to have a state, and they shall have one.

We shall live at last as free men on our own soil, and die peacefully in our own home.
The world will be freed by our liberty, enriched by our wealth, magnified by our greatness.

And whatever we attempt there to accomplish for our own welfare will react with beneficent force for the good of humanity.

- Theodor Herzl, *The Jewish State*

*Herzl, an assimilated European Jew, became convinced of the wisdom of Zionism after witnessing the rampant anti-Semitism in Europe. He is known as the father of modern Zionism, and though he died before the State of Israel was established, he was instrumental in its founding.*

It is true we have won all our wars, but we have paid for them. We don't want victories anymore.

- Golda Meir

Once I was sitting on the steps near the gate at David's Citadel and I put down my two heavy baskets beside me. A group of tourists stood there around their guide, and I became their point of reference. “You see that man over there with the baskets? A little to the right of his head there’s an arch from the Roman period. A little to the right of his head.” “But he’s moving, he’s moving!” I said to myself: Redemption will come only when they are told, “Do you see that arch over there from the Roman period? It doesn’t matter, but near it, a little to the left and then down a bit, there’s a man who has just bought fruit and vegetables for his family.”

- Yehuda Amichai

*Yehuda Amichai (1924-2000) is Israel's most famous modern poet. He received the Israel Prize for Poetry in 1982.*

The following photographs relate to the theme of The Land of Israel:

- Photograph #1, *Honorable Discharge*
- Photograph #4, *The Secret*
- Photograph #8, Backpack
- Photograph #10, Sunrise, Sde Boker
- Photograph #11, Barefoot Passages
- Photograph #18, Shochet
- Photograph #20, Olive Harvesting
- Photograph #22, Speak to God
- Photograph #23, Tisha B’Av
- Photograph #40, Background
- Photograph #41, Tell Me, What’s Your Name
- Photograph #42, Soccer Fan
- Photograph #44, Soldier on Leave
- Photograph #45, Open Table
- Photograph #46, B’nei Menashe
Prayer

Hear, O Israel! The Lord is our God, the Lord alone. You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your might. Take to heart these instructions with which I charge you this day. Impress them upon your children. Recite them when you stay at home and when you are away, when you lie down and when you get up.

- Deuteronomy (Devarim) 6:4-7

Rabbi Shimon said, “Be careful, when reciting the Shema and Amidah. And when you pray, do not make your prayer rigid, but rather compassionate and pleading before God.”

- Pirkei Avot (Ethics of the Fathers) 2:18

Concentrate on your prayers by removing all worldly concerns from your heart. Prepare your heart before Hashem, purify your thoughts and think about what you are going to say. If you follow this in all your daily actions, you will not come to sin. This way everything you do will be proper, and your prayer will be pure, clear, clean, devout and acceptable to Hashem, as it is written (Tehillim 10:17), "When their heart is directed to You, listen to them."

- Nahmanides, Iggeret Ha-Ramban
Rabbi Moses ben Nahman (1194-1270) is also known as Nahmanides or the Ramban. He was a Spanish scholar and one of the greatest Talmudic authorities of the Middle Ages. His many works include commentaries on the Talmud and responsa on Jewish practice. The text above is from a letter he wrote to his son, with the instruction to read it weekly.

Say your prayers with awe and devotion. During the time for prayers, do not stand about and talk of other things. While prayers are being offered to the Creator of the world, hold it a great sin to engage another man in talk about an entirely different matter—shall God Almighty be kept waiting until you have finished your business?

- Glueckel of Hamelin, Memoirs

Glueckel of Hamelin (1645 - 1724) raised 12 children, advised her husband on financial matters, and even ran his business after his death. Her memoirs, which she wrote for her children, provide unique insights into Jewish life and women’s roles in the 17th and 18th centuries.

Let your prayer be a window to Heaven.

When wood burns it is the smoke alone that rises upwards, leaving the grosser elements below. So it is with prayers. The sincere intention alone ascends to heaven.

- The Ba’al Shem-Tov

Rabbi Israel ben Eliezer lived in Eastern Europe from about 1700 to 1760. Better known as the Ba’al Shem-Tov—the “Master of the Good Name”—he founded the Hasidic movement.

Faith is not only in the heart; it should be put into words.

- Rabbi Nahman of Bratslav
To pray is to take notice of the wonder, to regain a sense of the mystery that animates all beings, the divine margin in all attainments. Prayer is our humble answer to the inconceivable surprise of living….

Prayer is our attachment to the utmost. Without God in sight, we are like the scattered rungs of a broken ladder. To pray is to become a ladder on which thoughts mount to God to join the movement toward Him which surges unnoticed throughout the entire universe. We do not step out of the world when we pray; we merely see the world in a different setting. The self is not the hub, but the spoke of the revolving wheel. In prayer we shift the center of living from self-consciousness to self-surrender. God is the center toward which all forces tend. He is the source, and we are the flowing of His force, the ebb and flow of His tides….

Prayer takes the mind out of the narrowness of self-interest, and enables us to see the world in the mirror of the holy.

The focus of prayer is not the self. Prayer comes to pass in a complete turning of the heart toward God, toward His goodness and power. It is the momentary disregard of our personal concerns, the absence of self-centered thoughts, which constitutes the art of prayer. Feeling becomes prayer in the moment in which we forget ourselves and become aware of God….

- Abraham Joshua Heschel, *Man’s Quest for God*

Abraham Joshua Heschel was one of the most influential Jewish philosophers of the 20th century. In his writings, he tried to understand the dynamic relationship between individuals and God. His books include *Man Is Not Alone* (1951), *God in Search of Man* (1956), *Man's Quest for God*, (1954), and *The Sabbath* (1951).

The following photographs relate to the theme of Prayer:

- Photograph #10, *Sunrise, Sde Boker*
- Photograph #19, *Kabbalat Shabbat*
- Photograph #21, *Waiting for Seven Jews*
- Photograph #22, *Speak to God*
- Photograph #23, *Tisha B’Av*
- Photograph #25, *Summer Camp*
- Photograph #37, *Kapparot*
- Photograph #43, *Bar Mitzvah Boy*
Truth, Justice, and Peace

For instruction shall come forth from Zion, the word of the Lord from Jerusalem. Thus He will judge among the nations and arbitrate for the many peoples, and they shall beat their swords into plowshares and their spears into pruning hooks: Nation shall not take up sword against nation; they shall never again know war.

- Isaiah (Yeshayahu) 2:3-4

Let justice well up as waters, and righteousness as a mighty stream.

- Amos 5:24

Shun evil and do good, Seek peace and pursue it.

- Psalms (Tehilim) 34:15

Pray for the well-being of Jerusalem: “May those who love you be at peace. May there be well-being within your ramparts, Peace in your citadels.”

- Psalms (Tehilim) 122:6-7
A truthful witness saves lives;
He who testifies lies [spreads] deceit.

- Proverbs (Mishlei) 14:25

הִלֵל אוֹמֵר, הָיִיתִי מַטַלְמִידִי, שֶל אָבִיר--אֲנוֹחֵי שֶלֹה וּרְחוֹדֵי שֶלֹה, לְבֵנְי מִצְרִים לָהָוָרֵה.

Hillel said, “Be like one of Aaron’s students, loving peace and pursuing it, loving people and bringing them to the Torah.”

- Pirkei Avot 1:12

רַבְנָן שִמְוַן בֵּן גַמְלִיל מֵאוֹמֵר, עַל שֶלֹה שֶלֹה, עַל הָאֱמֶת, עַל הַבִּרְבוֹת קָדֹשֶׁת--עַל הַמִּקְרָב.

Rabban Shimon, the son of Gamliel, said, “The world stands on three things: on truth, on judgment, and on peace.”

- Pirkei Avot 1:18

דָאָמַר רַבִּי חֲנִינָא: חוֹתָמוֹ שֶל הַקָּדוֹשׁ בָּרוּךְ הוּא אֱמֶת.

As Rabbi Chaninah said, “The seal of the Holy One, blessed be He, is truth.”

- Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 55a
The law of the land is the law.
- Babylonian Talmud, *Nedarim* 28a

A half truth is a whole lie.
- Yiddish saying

Justice is truth in action.
- Benjamin Disraeli

*Benjamin Disraeli* (1804 - 1881) was a British politician who served twice as the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom. Disraeli was born Jewish, although he was baptized in the Anglican Church at a young age.

The following photographs relate to the theme of Truth, Justice, and Peace:

- Photograph #5, Basic Training
- Photograph #24, Beit Ha-Hayim
- Photograph #28, *Let My People Go*
- Photograph #44, *Soldier on Leave*
Art, Music, and Spirituality

This is my God and I will beautify Him;
The God of my father, and I will exalt Him.

- Exodus (Shemot) 15:2

And Moses said to the Israelites: See, the Lord has singled out by name Bezalel, son of Uri son of Hur, of the tribe of Judah. He has endowed him with a divine spirit of skill, ability, and knowledge in every kind of craft.

- Exodus (Shemot) 35:30-31

Sing forth, O you righteous, to the Lord; it is fit that the upright acclaim Him. Praise the Lord with the lyre; with the ten-stringed harp sing to Him; sing Him a new song; play sweetly with shouts of joy.

- Psalms (Tehilim) 33:1-3

Praise Him with blasts of the horn; Praise Him with harp and lyre. Praise Him with timbrel and dance; Praise Him with lute and pipe. Praise Him with resounding cymbals; Praise Him with loud-clashing cymbals.

- Psalms (Tehilim) 150:3-5
A joyful heart makes for good health; Despondency dries up the bones.

- Proverbs (Mishlei) 17:22

The spirit of man is the lamp of the Lord.

- Proverbs (Mishlei) 20:27

Have a beautiful scroll of the Law prepared, copied by an able scribe with fine ink and fine calamus; and wrapped in beautiful silk.”

- Babylonian Talmud, Shabbat 133b

The lash may force men to physical labor; it cannot force them to spiritual creativity.

- Sholem Asch, (1880 - 1957), Yiddish writer

Spirituality is like a bird: If you hold it too closely, it chokes. And if you hold it too loosely, it escapes.

- Rabbi Israel Salanter Lipkin

Blessed is the match consumed in kindling flame.
Blessed is the flame that burns in the secret fastness of the heart.
Blessed is the heart with strength to stop its beating for honor's sake.
Blessed is the match consumed in kindling flame.

- Hannah Senesh
Hannah Senesh (1921 - 1944) was a Zionist and poet who moved to Palestine from Hungary in 1939. She returned to Europe four years later to try to rescue Jews from Nazi oppression. She was captured and executed before she could complete her mission.

The following photographs relate to the theme of Art, Music, and Spirituality:

- Photograph #2, Klezmer Duo
- Photograph #10, Sunrise, Sde Boker
- Photograph #12, Soup Kitchen Musician
- Photograph #16, Kindling Holiday Lights
- Photograph #22, Speak to God
Generations: Parents, Children, and Families

Ruth replied [to Naomi, her mother-in-law], “Do not urge me to leave you, to turn back and not follow you. For wherever you go, I will go; wherever you lodge, I will lodge; your people shall be my people, and your God my God. Where you die, I will die, and there I will be buried. This and more may the Lord do to me if anything but death parts me from you.”

- Book of Ruth, 1:16-17

My son, heed the discipline of your father,
And do not forsake the instruction of your mother.
For they are a graceful wreath upon your head,
A necklace about your throat.

- Proverbs (Mishlei) 1:8

Gray hair is a crown of glory;
It is attained by the way of righteousness.

- Proverbs (Mishlei) 16:31
A song of Ascents.
Happy are all who fear the Lord,
who follow His ways.
You shall enjoy the fruit of your labors;
you shall be happy and you shall prosper.
Your wife shall be like a fruitful vine within your house;
your sons, like olive saplings around your table.
So shall the man who fears the Lord be blessed.

- Psalms (Tehilim) 128:1-4

One day, [Honi] was walking along the road, and he saw a man planting a carob tree. He asked him, “How long does it take [for this tree] to bear fruit? The man replied, “Seventy years.” He asked him further, “Are you certain you will live another seventy years?” The man replied, “I found the world provided with carob trees because my forefathers planted them for me. I am planting them now for my children.”

- Babylonian Talmud, Taanit 23a

Rabbi Yishmael taught: “See how important is domestic tranquillity! For God Himself changed the words He reported for the sake of peace. Sarah had said ‘my husband is old.’ But God tells Avraham that she had said ‘I (Sarah) am old.’”

- Babylonian Talmud, Bava Metzia 87a
It once happened that the jasper stone of the high priest’s breastplate was lost. The jasper represented the tribe of Benjamin. Inquiries were made to locate someone who owned a jasper; and it was learned that Dama ben Nethina [a non-Jew who was head of the Ashkelon city council] was the owner of such a precious stone.

The Sages of Israel went to Dama ben Nethina, and they reached an agreement with him that they would buy the jasper from him for one hundred denarii. But when Dama wanted to bring the stone, he discovered that his father was sleeping on the little chest in which the jasper was kept; and Dama refused to wake up his father on that account. The Sages now offered him one thousand denarii; but Dama did not wake his father.

Later, when the father awoke, Dama brought the stone to the Sages. They wanted to pay him the price of one thousand denarii, which they had last offered him. But he said to them: “How could I sell you the honor that I owe my father?” Instead, he sold them the jasper for the price upon which they had first agreed, one hundred denarii.

How did God reward him for this? Rabbi Yosse bar Abun related that, on that very night, Dama’s cow gave birth to a red calf. [Once, when the Israelites were in need of a red heifer for the purification ritual,] they bought that red heifer from Dama and paid him its weight in gold.

- Palestinian Talmud, Peah, 1.1
After this discussion between Rav Yehudah and his father, Rav Yechezkel, Shmuel rebuked Rav Yehudah for the manner in which he corrected his father:

Shmuel said to Rav Yehudah: Sharp one, do not talk to your father like that. For it has been taught in a Baraisa [an earlier rabbinic text]: One whose father was violating a Torah law should not say to him, “Father, you violated a Torah law.” Instead he should say to him: “Father, such and such is written in the Torah.”

Initially, the Gemara understands the Baraisa’s concluding statement as a sarcastic rebuke: “Is what you are doing written in the Torah?!” Therefore, the Gemara asks: But one who says to his father, “Is such and such written in the Torah?!” causes him to be distressed.

The Gemara answers: Rather, the Baraisa means that [the son] should say to [his father]: “Father, the following verse is written in the Torah,” and then quote the verse that prohibits the father’s behavior. The son makes no direct connection between the verse and the father’s misdeed; rather, he allows the father to deduce for himself that he erred.

The Baraisa continues with another halachah concerning the obligation to honor one’s parents:

Elazar son of Masya says: If my father says, “Give me a drink of water,” and at the same time there is a mitzvah to do, I leave the mitzvah of honoring my father and do the other mitzvah. The reason for this is that both I and my father are obligated in the performance of mitzvos. A dissenting view: Issi ben Yehudah says: If it is possible for the mitzvah to be done by others, it should be done by others and the son should go and perform the mitzvah of honoring his father.

The Gemara decides the halachah: Rav Masnah said: The Halachah accords with the view of Issi ben Yehudah.

- Babylonian Talmud, Kiddushin 32a
Gauge a country’s prosperity by its treatment of the aged.
- Rabbi Nahman of Bratslav

God could not be everywhere and therefore he made mothers.

- Yiddish saying

The following photographs relate to the theme of Generations - Parents, Children, and Families:

- Photograph #3, Circumcision Ceremony
- Photograph #6, Oil Pressers
- Photograph #8, Backpack
- Photograph #11, Barefoot Passages
- Photograph #13, Floricultores
- Photograph #26, Upsherin
- Photograph #32, Holocaust Survivor with His Grandchildren
- Photograph #38, Older Sister
- Photograph #40, Background
- Photograph #43, Bar Mitzvah Boy
- Photograph #45, Open Table
And God created man in His image, in the image of God He created him; male and female He created them.

- Genesis (Bereshit) 1:27

Moreover, if the wicked one repents of all the sins that he committed and keeps all My laws and does what is just and right, he shall live; he shall not die.

- Ezekiel (Yehezkel) 18:21

If I am not for myself, who will be for me? And, if I am for myself alone, then what am I? And, if not now, when?

- Pirkei Avot 1:14

Rabbi Yehudah ben Teima said:
Be bold as a leopard, light as an eagle, swift as a deer, and strong as a lion, to carry out the will of your Father in Heaven.

- Pirkei Avot 5:23

There are three names by which a person is called:
One by which her father and mother call her, and one by which others call her, and that which she earns for herself. The best one of these is the one that she earns for herself.

- Adapted from the Midrash Tanhuma

1) The body being healthy is of the ways of the Lord, for it is impossible to understand or know the knowledge of the Creator while unwell. Therefore, one should keep away from things which destroy the body, and accustom oneself to healthy and curing matters, which are as follows: One should never eat unless...
one is hungry, nor drink unless one is thirsty, and nor should one hold oneself back for even a single moment from relieving oneself, for whenever one feels the need to pass water or to defecate, one should do so immediately.

2) One should not eat until one’s stomach is [very] full, but one should [only] eat until one’s stomach is three-quarters full. Nor should one drink water during a meal, except a little mixed with wine, but once the food begins to digest one should what one needs to drink, but one should never drink too much, even when the food digests. One should not eat unless one has checked oneself to make sure that one does not need to relieve oneself. One should not eat unless one has first relieved oneself, or until one’s body gets warm, or unless one has worked at something else first. The general rule of the matter is that one should always answer one’s body. In the morning, one should work until one’s body gets warm, then one should wait until one’s soul has settled, and then one may eat. It is good to wash in hot water after having worked, then wait a while, and then eat.

3) When one eats, one should always sit in one’s place, or recline on one’s left side, and one should not ride, work or agitate one’s body until the food has been digested. Someone who goes for a walk, or works, after eating will bring upon himself bad and difficult illnesses.

4) The day and night [together] are twenty-four hours long. It is sufficient to sleep for a third of this, i.e. eight hours, which should be at the end of the night, so that there will be eight hours from when one goes to sleep to sunrise. One should get up before sunrise.

5) One should not sleep on one’s front or on one’s back, but on one’s side; at the beginning of the night one should sleep on one’s left side, and at the end of the night on one’s right side. One should not sleep close to having eaten, but one should first wait three or four hours. One should not sleep during the day.

- Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Hilchot Deot, Chapter 4

A person should see to it that the body is kept healthy and strong in order that they may be upright to know G-d. For it is impossible to understand and comprehend wisdom when one is hungry and ailing or if one’s limbs ache.
- Maimonides, Mishneh Torah, Hilchot Deot, 3:3
And now, my son, understand and observe that whoever feels that he is greater than others is rebelling against the Kingship of Hashem, because he is adorning himself with His garments, as it is written (Tehillim 93:1), "Hashem reigns, He wears clothes of pride." Why should one feel proud? Is it because of wealth? Hashem makes one poor or rich (I Shmuel 2:7). Is it because of honor? It belongs to Hashem, as we read (I Divrei Hayamim 29:12), "Wealth and honor come from You." So how could one adorn himself with Hashem's honor? And one who is proud of his wisdom surely knows that Hashem "takes away the speech of assured men and reasoning from the sages" (Iyov 12:20)?! So we see that everyone is the same before Hashem, since with His anger He lowers the proud and when He wishes He raises the low. So lower yourself and Hashem will lift you up!

- Rabbi Moses ben Nahman, Iggeret Ha-Ramban

Rabbi Moses ben Nahman (1194 - 1270) is also known as Nahmanides or the Ramban. He was a Spanish scholar and one of the greatest Talmudic authorities of the Middle Ages. His many works include commentaries on the Talmud and responsa on Jewish practice. The text above is from a letter he wrote to his son, with the instruction to read it weekly.

The entire purpose of our existence is to overcome our negative habits.

- The Vilna Goan

Rabbi Eliyahu ben Shlomo Zalman (1720 - 1797) of Vilna, Lithuania, was one of the greatest Jewish scholars of the modern period. He is commonly known as the Gaon (Genius), of Vilna.

Rabbi Zusha used to say: "When I die and come before the heavenly court, if they ask me, 'Zusha, why were you not Abraham?' I'll say that I didn't have Abraham's intellectual abilities. If they say, 'Why were you not Moses?' I'll say I didn't have Moses' leadership abilities. For every such question, I'll have an
answer. But if they say, ‘Zusha, why were you not Zusha?’ for that, I'll have no answer."

- Hasidic tale

*Rabbi Meshulam Zusha of Anipoli was born in Poland in 1718. A Hasidic master, Reb Zusha was revered for his great piety. He never published any books, but many of his teachings were collected in the volume M’norat Zahav.*

Everyone can raise himself, but only by his own actions.

- Rabbi Nahman of Bratslav

Silence is also speech.

- Yiddish saying

Everyone must have two pockets, so that he can reach into the one or the other, according to his needs. In his right pocket are to be the words: “For my sake was the world created,” and in his left: “I am but dust and ashes.”

- Rabbi Simcha Bunam, Hasidic rebbe

Each of us has a name given by God and given by our parents

Each of us has a name given by our stature and our smile and given by what we wear

Each of us has a name given by the mountains and given by our walls

Each of us has a name given by the stars
and given by our neighbors

Each of us has a name
given by our sins
and given by our longing

Each of us has a name
given by our enemies
and given by our love

Each of us has a name
given by our celebrations
and given by our work

Each of us has a name
given by the seasons
and given by our blindness

Each of us has a name
given by the sea
and given by our death.

- Zelda. Translated from the Hebrew by Marcia Falk.

*The Israeli poet Zelda Schneersohn Mishkovsky (1914 - 1984) is widely known simply as “Zelda.”*

The following photographs relate to the theme of Self-Respect and Personal Behavior:

- Photograph #5, Basic Training
- Photograph #22, Speak to God
- Photograph #35, Jewish Teens from Northern Westchester UJA Federation
- Photograph #40, Background
- Photograph #42, Soccer Fan
- Photograph #43, Bar Mitzvah Boy
- Photograph #44, Soldier on Leave
Dealing with Hardship

A person is obligated to bless God for the evil that befalls him just as he blesses Him for the good.

- Mishnah, Berachot 9:5

The Magid of Mezeritch was the spiritual heir of the Ba`al Shem Tov. One day someone came to him with a question: "The Talmud tells us we should bless God for the bad things that happen to us, just as we bless Him for the good. How is it possible to do such a thing?" The Magid of Mezeritch replied, "For that you must go to Reb Zusha of Anipoli."

So the man went to visit Reb Zusha of Anipoli. When he got there, he found Reb Zusha living in great poverty; his family was beset by affliction and disease. Yet, Reb Zusha greeted him cheerfully. "The Magid of Mezeritch has sent me," he said, "to learn from you how it is possible to bless God for the bad things that happen to us as, just as we bless Him for the good."

Reb Zusha thought for a while. "I am sorry," he finally replied, "I cannot answer your question --nothing bad has ever happened to me."

- Hasidic tale

Blessed are You, Lord our God, Ruler of the Universe, who are the Judge of the Truth.

- blessing recited upon hearing news of someone’s death

The following photographs relate to the theme of Dealing with Hardship:

- Photograph #1, Honorable Discharge
- Photograph #8, Backpack
- Photograph #12, Soup Kitchen Musician
- Photograph #24, Beit Ha-Hayim
- Photograph #36, Beth Israel Synagogue